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For anyone who has put together a privilege log since the proliferation of email, the “forward” and
“reply” buttons likely have caused many headaches. Email chains containing multiple emails
present an immense challenge for attorneys who are responsible for reviewing emails for
privilege and deciding which emails to withhold and list on a privilege log.1 The intersecting issues
of email strings, privilege and privilege logs can be confounding. As one court succinctly put it,
“[e]mail strands present unique problems.”2 Email strings may span over days, involve multiple
and differing recipients and senders and mix privileged legal communications with non-legal,
factual communications.
When creating a privilege log, one question dominates: whether to log the email string as a single
document or to log each email in the string as a single document.3 Courts, litigants and experts
have been divided over the answer to this question from the start.4 Recently, however, the trend
among courts has been moving overwhelmingly in one direction – requiring litigants to log
separately each email in a chain.
From the Split to the Modern Trend
When a litigant withholds discoverable material on privilege grounds, a privilege log necessarily
must follow. Rule 26(b)(5) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure governs the content and
production of privilege logs. The rule provides that a privilege log must “describe the nature of the
documents, communications, or tangible things not produced or disclosed – and do so in a
manner that . . . will enable other parties to assess the [privilege] claim.”5 For the privilege log
drafter, the rule begs the question: is listing an email chain as a single document sufficient to
allow the opposing party and the court to assess the privilege claim, or must each email in the
chain stand on its own and therefore be listed separately?
Advocates of the single-entry school of thought often analogize email strings to group
conversations with an attorney.6 Their reasoning is that an email string is a continuing
conversation involving multiple participants that is shared with an attorney, so it should be
afforded the same privilege considerations as if the group conversation was held in a room where
an attorney was present and the conversation was memorialized in writing. This analogy has
received scant approval from courts. In fact, even the most often-cited case in support of the
single-entry concept – United States v. ChevronTexaco Corp. – offers neither much discussion of
the privilege log issue nor an endorsement of the analogy.7
A number of courts, however, have expressly rejected the analogy.8 The court in In re Universal
Service Fund identified three key differences between an email chain and a group conversation
with an attorney: (1) the temporal span of an email chain can be days and even weeks; (2) the
cast of senders and recipients in a chain often vary which results in inconsistencies concerning
who received what parts of the chain; and (3) some emails in a chain that the attorney receives or
sends may seek or render legal advice while others may contain purely factual or business
information that is non-privileged.9 Due to these differences the court “strongly encourage[d]
counsel, in the preparation of future privilege logs, to list each e-mail within a strand as a
separate entry.”10 The court recognized that separately logging emails in a chain is a laborious
task that is done at great expense to clients,11 but stated logging emails separately “is essential to
ensuring that privilege is asserted only where necessary to achieve its purpose.”12
Over the years, a number of courts have followed the lead of In re Universal Service Fund and
required that each email in a chain be logged separately.13 Courts reason that requiring separate
entries prevents against parties trying to shield non-privileged communications from future
discovery by having a policy of copying counsel on emails or forwarding to counsel email
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chains.14 More importantly, to these courts, a litigant’s ability to evaluate and challenge an
opposing party’s privilege claims for numerous emails in the chain would be severely hampered if
email chains were allowed to be logged as single documents.15
A Middle Ground Lost
In 2007, an Illinois district court established a middle ground, but it was short lived. In Muro v.
Target Corp., the magistrate judge ruled that the “failure to individually itemize emails made
[Target’s privilege] log inadequate because this defect violated Rule 26(b)(5)’s requirement that a
log include enough information that an opposing party can assess the applicability of privilege.”16
The district court sustained Target’s objection to the magistrate’s ruling,17 relying heavily on the
U.S. Supreme Court’s holding in Upjohn Co. v. United States that “the fact that non-privileged
information was communicated to an attorney may be privileged, even if the underlying
information remains unprotected.”18 For the purposes of email discovery and privilege logs, the
Muro court understood “Upjohn to mean that even though one e-mail is not privileged, a second
e-mail which forwards that prior e-mail to counsel might be privileged in its entirety.”19 Therefore,
while the underlying emails may not be privileged, the act of forwarding those emails to counsel
for the purpose of seeking legal advice triggers privilege that protects the entire chain. Otherwise,
the court recognized, a diligent opposing counsel could penetrate a party’s attorney-client
privilege by using a privilege log and produced material to determine the content of the
communications and materials that the party forwarded to counsel.20
There is one small and easily missed key to the Muro court ruling that swings it from the singleentry concept back to the middle. Under the court’s ruling, a litigant can log an email chain as a
single document only if the non-privileged emails of the chain are otherwise disclosed.21 This
significant prerequisite ensures that litigants are not able to bury non-privileged communications
in email chains that are sent to an attorney, while also protecting the privileged act of forwarding
emails to an attorney for the purpose of seeking legal advice.
Rhoads
In 2008, a Pennsylvania district court seemed to embrace Muro, but in the end turned the
decision on its head. In Rhoads Industries, the court seemingly praised the Muro court’s
reasoning and “sound interpretation” of Upjohn.22 Yet the court concluded that Muro’s approach
require[s] that each version of an email string (i.e. a forward or reply of a previous email
message) must be considered as a separate, unique document . . . [and therefore] each
message of the string which is privileged must be separately logged in order to claim
privilege in that particular document.23
This conclusion directly conflicts with the language and intent of Muro.24
The Rhoads court attempted to establish a distinction between emails with an attorney intended
to obtain legal advice versus those that are part of routine business affairs and are eventually
forwarded to an attorney as part of a chain.25 To do so, the court adopted the much-criticized
email chain-conversation analogy,26 but it is a distinction of no effect because the court held that
both categories of emails must be separately logged if the party is relying on a privilege claim to
withhold them. According to the court, the failure to separately log the emails is cause for the
sanction of compelled production.27
Better Safe Than Sanction
To date, there is still little clarity regarding how email chains are to be logged. In light of Rhoads,
In re Universal Service Fund and similarly-leaning cases, the safe practice is to log each email in
a chain separately. There are, of course, other factors that will influence this decision, such as
financial resources, cost considerations, discovery deadlines and concerns about tipping

opponents to the substance of attorney-client communications. Yet, in weighing these factors and
making the final decision, litigants need to be aware that failure to log each email may result in
sanctions that may include the compelled production of privileged emails.
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